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THIS RURAL AREA PLAN WAS PREPARED USING DAVIDSON’S
CORE VALUES AS A GUIDING FRAMEWORK

Davidson’s government exists to help citizens in maintaining the town’s unique qualities and to provide
superior services to every resident. To this end, the town government of Davidson operates according to the
following core values:
• Citizens are the heart of Davidson, so town
government treats all people equally, with courtesy
and respect.
• The free-flow of information is essential to an
informed citizenry, so town government provides
accurate, timely data through a variety of sources and
public discussion of important issues.
• Davidson must be a safe place to live, work, and
raise a family, so town law enforcement works in
partnership with the community to prevent crime.
• Davidson’s historic mix of people in all income
levels is fundamental to our community, so town
government encourages opportunities and services
that allow people of all means to live and work here.
• Davidson’s traditional character is that of a small
town, so land planning reflects its historic patterns
of village-centered growth, with connection of
neighborhoods, preservation of rural area, and
provision of public spaces.
• Citizens entrust town government with the
stewardship of public funds, so government provides
high quality services at a reasonable cost.

• Davidson’s economic health is essential to its
remaining a sustainable community, so town
government judiciously encourages and guides the
location of new business opportunities.
• Citizens need to move easily throughout the town
and region, so town government provides a variety of
transportation options, such as sidewalks, bike paths,
greenways, connected streets, and mass transit.
• Citizens must live in a healthy environment, so town
government protects watersheds, trees, air quality,
and other elements of the town’s ecology.
• Citizens who participate in the civic process make
the town stronger and better, so town government
encourages all citizens to attend board meetings,
join committees, and understand municipal issues
through Civics 101.
• The physical and social health of our citizens is
fundamental to our well being as a community, so
town government provides enjoyable, safe, and
affordable recreational and cultural opportunities for
people of all ages.
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WHY THIS PLAN?
It’s about cultivating conservation and quality growth. It
underscores two interests that are not competing. They’re
very complementary — and it’s how we’ve intentionally
made Davidson the town that it is.
We have long done things very differently.
We run to our own pace, we have our own drummer, and
we’ve been very successful.

WHY NOW?
Many of us remember driving out Shearer Road, and you
literally thought there was going to be a cliff that you were
going to fall over.
There just wasn’t anything beyond there. Davidson was the end
of the earth. It was the last exit ’til nothing.
That is no longer the case. Growth is happening all around us
and we must determine how we will conserve and develop in
this part of our community.
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OUR PATH TO SUCCESS:
TAKING THE ROAD LESS
TRAVELED

Our path to success: Taking the road less traveled

DAVIDSON PLANNING ORDINANCE - GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR PLANNING IN DAVIDSON
(2015)
The Town of Davidson will grow. We must insure that its growth
is beneficial to our existing citizens and sustainable for future
generations. Davidson must remain a livable, healthy, vibrant
community.
1. We must preserve Davidson’s character and sense of
community. The essence of Davidson is that residents know
their neighbors and interact with them in a variety of welldesigned settings. This sense of community is enhanced by:

• Encouraging development that uses green design, energy
conservation, and flexible spaces
4.

• Compact developments with community open space

• Provide a mixture of housing types and prices in every
neighborhood

• A street, sidewalk, and greenway network that knits the
community together

• Support our citizens who wish to age in place by employing
universal design and accessibility principles

• Engaging public spaces

• Encourage economic opportunities at all income levels and
all abilities

• A walkable and historic downtown
• Neighborhoods welcoming to all citizens
• Neighborhoods as integral parts of town
• We must preserve and enhance Davidson’s unique
downtown. The presence of our cherished downtown has
always contributed to the quality of life of our residents.
This valuable asset will remain viable if we:
• Capitalize on its status as Davidson’s social and civic center
• Encourage a mix of uses in each building
• Provide a variety of retail and services to meet citizens’ needs
• Provide compelling areas for citizens to congregate
• Strengthen existing businesses while encouraging new
businesses
• Maintain its walkability and increase its bikability
2. We must encourage alternative means of active transportation.
The built environment can enhance the use of alternatives
to the car and increase our physical health. We will make it
preferable to do some of life’s activities without driving by:
• Development and redevelopment in walkable, mixed-use,
connected neighborhoods
• Planning commercial centers so walking, bicycling, and
riding public transit to these destinations are viable options
• New greenway, bike, and sidewalk connections to existing
developments
• Creating streets that give preference to cyclists and
pedestrians
3. We must use our scarce land resources wisely. The natural
environment enhances our quality of life, both physically and
socially. We will preserve this irreplaceable asset for future
generations by:
• Preserving rural views, significant hardwood forests,
farmland, wildlife habitats, rock outcroppings, parkland,
and watersheds in their pristine form
• Balancing natural habitat with active and passive recreational
opportunities in our preserved open space
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• Ensuring that development builds up and not out
We must create an environment that fosters diversity. We
will create a community where all persons are welcome and
are able to fully and safely participate in community life. To
encourage diversity of all economic levels, all races and ethnic
groups, all ages, and all physical and mental abilities we will:

5.

• Preserve our cultural heritage
We must manage growth so the town can provide public
facilities and services apace with development. Livability
depends on the timely provision of transportation, schools,
public safety, utilities, commercial life, spiritual life, and
job opportunities. It is our intent that all parts of a vibrant,
successful community grow together through:
• Establishment and maintenance of an adequate commercial
tax base
• A healthy diversity of uses in walkable, compact
neighborhoods
• Alternative transportation options between destinations
• Encouragement of economic growth without jeopardizing
our sense of community

• Decisions based on the long-term goals of the
comprehensive plan rather than a short term benefit
6. We must enhance our quality of life through architecture and
design. Livable environments include well-designed buildings,
a dynamic public realm, and seamless connections between
the two. This means that:
• Private buildings and public infrastructure must work
together to shape public space and to build community
character
• We will preserve our historical assets
• The design of our public spaces, parks, and plazas will
encourage social interaction, cultural experiences, and
recreational opportunities
• Public art will animate our civic spaces
Davidson is a livable and walkable community because we chose
to rigorously manage growth and to require excellent design. To
preserve our high quality of life as the town grows, and to ensure
a sustainable future for generations, we must apply these planning
principles fairly and comprehensively.
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HOW WE GOT HERE
This plan is the culmination of more than twenty years’ worth of
measured and civil dialogue about how, when, and where the Town of
Davidson will grow. It is not about how we accept our future thrust
upon us by the forces beyond our control. Rather, it is a plan that
carefully protects and preserves what we cherish most and expands our
community in a way that is complementary of the built form and the
social ties that we have come to cherish in Davidson.
Davidson is a community that has always sought out a different path.
In the face of rampant growth throughout the Charlotte region, we
have chosen to march to a different drummer, to set the tone and pace
for our future, and to implement it in a manner that is appropriate
to our community. This plan sets the stage for the next evolution of
growth for the Town, but in a way that still preserves open space,
natural areas, and trees. It’s a plan that understands the very best of
our built form and opens the doors to the creation of new compact,
walkable neighborhoods, parks, greenways, and neighborhood centers.
It’s a plan that expands the network of choices for how we travel in
and around our community.
And, perhaps in its highest aspiration, it is a plan that welcomes new
residents who are just as passionate about maintaining the high quality
of life that we have all worked so hard to achieve. This is a plan about
creating “community,” not in the physical form per se, but in the
strong social networks that underscore our core values.
We know that development pressure has been building in this area
for some time. The explicit town policy of not extending sewer to this
area and permitting the subdivision of land into no more than six
lots, regardless of the size of the parent tract, has severely restricted the
market supply. This policy, set in motion decades ago when there was
little around us, served us well to ensure that when the time came to
really think hard about it, the land would still be intact and available
for thoughtful development.

“

Davidson is a town that has long
been committed to controlling its own
destiny as a distinct, sustainable,
and sovereign municipality. Our
town’s sense of community is rooted
in citizens who respect each other; in
racial and socioeconomic diversity;
in pedestrian orientation; and in the
presence of a liberal arts college. We
believe our history and setting guide
our future. – Town of Davidson Vision
Statement

When we set these policies, our rural edge was also the rural edge for
the Charlotte region. Huntersville and Cornelius were just beginning
to grow and nothing was occurring in southern Iredell and western
Cabarrus. To paraphrase the maps of the ancient Vikings – “beyond
our borders, there be dragons.”
Fast forward twenty years and the landscape has changed considerably.
Thousands of homes have encroached from the north and east and
the Rural Planning Area – once the edge of the metropolitan area – is
RURAL AREA PLAN | DAVIDSON, NC
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF PLANNING IN THE RURAL AREA
1991: Charlotte Water CIP
Projects 6 & 32
Proposed capital projects extending
sewer up the Rocky River and the
West Branch of the Rocky River basin
- Project 6 was constructed and made
River Run possible while Project 32 was
rejected by the Town Board

1998: ETJ Expansion
Davidson extends their ETJ
to encompass their sphere
of influence to the Cabarrus
County line and along the
boundary with Cornelius and
Huntersville

Interlocal agreement with
the Town of Kannapolis
that established annexation
boundaries and prohibited
the extension of sewer up the
Rocky River basin

1999: Town Board
Resolution
Resolution by the Town
Board set specific open space
goals for the rural area

1995: Davidson
Land Plan

2001: Planning
Ordinance

2008: Greenprint
Plan

Optional town zoning/
regulating code
to implement the
General Plan - “As the
town extends, rural
neighborhoods should
be compact in order to
conserve open land…
the goal is to maintain
a distinctly rural
landscape by clustering
house lots and retaining
important natural
features”

Complete update
and replacement
of the 1995 Land
Plan including a
special emphasis
to implement the
recommendations
of the 2000 Open
Space Plan

This largely quantitative
effort resulted in a series
of recommendations
aimed at updating the
open space criteria,
creating frameworks
to make informed
decisions about
conservation, and
an emphasis on tree
canopy preservation,
among other things

1993: Davidson
General Plan
First comprehensive
land plan for the town
and its surrounding
area - established a goal
of “preserving rural
character of outlying
community area and
included language
regarding farmland
conservation, open
space preservation,
development clustering,
and viewshed
protection

4

2006: Kannapolis
Annexation Agreement
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2000: Open Space Plan
First plan to identify
specific thresholds and
targets for open space
preservation and access for
the town’s rural area
• Preserve 50% of the
ETJ as open space
• Provide public access
to 50% of open
space within the ETJ
(greenways)
• Encourage
walkable, mixeduse communities
(connected extensions
of town)
• Protect the scenic
quality and character
of the rural areas
• Protect water quality
(surface water buffers)

2010: Comprehensive Plan
Townwide plan with a renewed
emphasis on preserving
rural areas - established the
Rural Growth Reserve, the
counterpoint to the targeted
growth areas and in which
infrastructure extensions and
large lot development were
discouraged and clustered
development was once again
emphasized, along with the
preservation of active farmland
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now a very small hole in Charlotte’s regional doughnut. Very simply,
we have emerged from a long slumber to find the traffic on our roads
three and four times their previous volumes – all without any major
development activity in the Rural Planning Area.
We stand at a crossroads, literally and figuratively. Gone forever are
the days when you could walk out of your home on Shearer Road to
check the mail in your bathrobe or when you could let your children
ride their bikes from their Grey Road home to the Soda Shop. The
regional growth in traffic has already made that a distant memory.
The decision before us today is whether to embrace the growth and
allow Davidson to naturally expand in a manner consistent with our
values or to oppose development and experience its negative effects
while capturing none of its benefits. This is not to say that we must
accept growth simply because it is all around us. Rather, we must
acknowledge that the rural roads leading to Davidson are no longer
rural and the farms that once characterized the land patterns have all
but disappeared as primary sources of income.

“

Davidson’s traditional character
is that of a small town, so land
planning will reflect its historic
patterns of village-centered growth,
with connection of neighborhoods,
preservation of rural area, and
provision of public spaces – 2010
Davidson Comprehensive Plan

Through an active partnership with Mecklenburg County and
the Davidson Lands Conservancy, we have preserved the most
environmentally sensitive property. Where development has occurred,
we have worked with individual developers to ensure that we retain
quality open space and quality development.
Therefore, this plan is not a departure from any previous effort. It is
more than an evolution of thinking: It is a natural conclusion to the
efforts of so many for so long to keep Davidson unique – to avoid
the suburban tidal wave from washing over our community – and
to preserve key land as viable ecosystems for the furry woodland
creatures and for future generations of residents to enjoy as parks,
trails, and open space.
To guide this process, the Town undertook a public planning
and design process that incorporated a charrette as it’s capstone
element in November, 2015. As a result, this plan included a broad
representation of property owners in the Rural Planning Area as
well as many interested citizens from other parts of the community.
Hundreds of participants shared their thoughts and vision through
dozens of stakeholder meetings, focus group discussions, conference
calls, and emails.

45%

of Davidson’s jurisdiction is zoned
as Rural Planning Area (RPA)

RURAL AREA PLAN | DAVIDSON, NC
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The feedback garnered during this process was
reflective of the decades of conversation about how
to permit this area to grow. And yet, while the
themes of land preservation, greenway construction,
and rural feel remained, there was a clear evolution
in the discussion that was not present in our
conversation until now. In short, we have proven
that our regulations and our mettle have been more
than sufficient to achieve our goals of preserving
half of this area while permitting high quality
development to occur.

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT
Since the Planning Ordinance was adopted in
2001, we have permitted development to occur
in the southern perimeter of the Rural Planning
Area – the area that had access to public water and
sewer previously – at a development intensity of up
to two units per acre so long as approximately 50%
of the site was permanently protected open space.
While the specific percentage of open space acreage
preserved varied based on a set of development
incentives, the net effect was that the natural
infrastructure was prioritized and substantially
preserved – much more so than in conventional
suburban development elsewhere in the region. In
parallel with this regulatory approach the Town
aggressively sought, along with its partners at the
Davidson Lands Conservancy and Mecklenburg
County, to purchase large tracts of the most
ecologically important land. As a result, we have
permanently preserved more than 1.5 square
miles (approximately 25% of the Rural Planning
Area), an area equivalent to the entire historic core
of town including Main Street, the surrounding
neighborhoods, and the developed portion of the
Davidson College campus.
In addition, of the approximately 935 acres
developed since 2001 in the area east of the historic
core, we preserved 39% of the total area (including
land not zoned as Rural Planning Area) for an
additional 365 acres of permanently preserved open
6
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space added to our inventory [see map and table on
the opposite page].
Even the St. Alban’s neighborhood, one of the most
compact and walkable neighborhoods in Davidson,
preserved 29%, nearly a third of its’ total area,
as permanent open space. This alone would be a
remarkable achievement in any other community.
But the Rural Planning Area is still, at 3,791
acres (nearly six square miles), very large and
sparsely developed. Yet, while its total footprint
exceeds the current developed area of the town,
nearly half (1,874 acres or 2.92 square miles) is
already spoken for in the form of public parks,
conservation easements, stream corridors and their
related buffers, steep slopes, previously approved
subdivisions, and lots less than five acres in size
which are much more difficult to subdivide into
more intense development patterns and often have
larger homes that sit towards the middle of the
lot. This brings the focus of our discussion to the
remaining 1,923 acres (three square miles), nearly
half of which is under the present stewardship of
three families.
Our goal set in 1995 of protecting half of the
land is now well on its way towards realization.
Through continued preservation of the stream
corridors (perhaps with some widening for greater
wildlife passage) and steep slopes, along with other
publicly-accessible or permanently protected open
spaces created or reserved through the development
process, we will be able to expand the community
while continuing our conservation ethic.
With the discussion about how we continue to
preserve open space answered by the data, we come
to the real focus of this plan – what to do with the
lands that can otherwise be developed. Davidson
has eschewed the suburban development pattern
advancing northward from Charlotte for decades.
Low density, disconnected, single-use development
patterns are proving to be a monoculture that
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MAP 1.1 MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS IN DAVIDSON’S RURAL AREA
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XX The map and table on this
page catalogue nearly all of
the projects in and near the
Rural Planning Area in the
past twenty years. Those in
red were developed under
the Rural Planning Area
standards while those in purple
are located in other planning
areas. The success in preserving
high percentage of open space is
evident.
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ToD Planning Area
Preserved Open Space

73

Rural Area Neighborhoods
Other Planning Area
Neighborhoods

NEIGHBORHOOD

# OF UNITS

TOTAL SIZE
(ACRES)

OPEN SPACE
PROVIDED
(ACRES)

OPEN SPACE
%

Bailey Springs*

199

68

27

39%

Bradford*

145

50

21

42%

Davidson East

483

179

40

22%

Davidson Wood

86

66

29

44%

Narrow Passage*

40

59

41

70%

Park Place*

24

10

5

50%

River Run - Phase 5*

118

130

42

32%

St. Alban’s

288

80

23

29%

Summers Walk*

738

227

112

49%

Woodlands

59

66

26

39%

2180

935

365

39%

Totals

*Total Rural Area Neighborhoods Only

45%
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have a number of negative impacts on the human ecosystem. The
symptoms of their decline have been long chronicled by multiple
disciplines. From the planning side comes the clarion call of Andres
Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and Jeff Speck in Suburban Nation:
The Rise of Sprawl and the Decline of the American Dream, expressing
that the American dream is environmentally and economically
unsustainable. Another important resource is the Centers for
Disease Control which declares the existence of a scientifically-based
correlation between our suburban development patterns and chronic
illnesses, mental illness, obesity and auto-related injuries and fatalities.

SS The growing economic impact of obesity on our
communities is a direct result of how much (or
little) our communities enable active living.

Image Source: aarp.com

▼▼ AARP recently identified the necessity of a livable
community for their membership to live longer,
healthier, and more economically successful lives.

Most recently, the Surgeon General of the United States and AARP
independently issued their own salvos against our suburban patterns
when they declared that the way our communities have been
constructed have made it very difficult to walk or bike anywhere
safely, leading to large increases in obesity and chronic illness.
AARP’s studies have shown that compact, walkable neighborhoods
achieve very high premiums and remain in very high demand. And,
in 2015 the US Surgeon General announced that “Being physically
active is one of the most important steps that people of all ages and
abilities can take to improve their health. Increasing people’s physical
activity level will significantly reduce their risk of chronic disease
and premature death and support positive mental health and healthy
aging.”

8
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▼▼ Table showing the relative
comparison of value per
acre and cost to serve using
methodology from the 2014
Land Use Fiscal Impact Analysis
150 CLEMENS PLACE

13528 EVENING
PRIMROSE DRIVE

15415 HOLLY TRAIL

.224 acres

.608 acres

1.911 acres

3,356 sf

3,548 sf

5,306 sf

$587,510

$692,210

$1,048,056

Value per acre

$2,622,812

$1,138,503

$548,433

Cost to Serve

Low-Moderate

High

Moderate

Lot Size
House Size
Zestimate (zillow.com, 11/2015)

The health effects aside, simply continuing to
build low-density detached single family homes is
ignoring the long-term demographic trends in the
marketplace. Across the United States, the number
of households with children has dropped from 48%
in 1960 to what demographers expect to be a low
of 28% in 2025. Even though Davidson has long
attracted families with children at a higher rate than
other communities, the 14% increase in the median
age in the past ten years is reflective of the fact that
we are attracting more and more active adults and
fewer children.
Compound this with the true revenue potential of
suburban development in Davidson. Consistent
with the findings in the Cost of Land Use Fiscal
Impact Analysis in 2014, the example above shows
how compact, walkable neighborhoods continue
to outperform lower density forms. It’s only when
the density drops dramatically and the housing
value approaches a million dollars do the economics
make sense for the Town.

Raises Home Values in US Cities, the economists
determined that “an additional one point increase
in Walk Score was associated with a $500 to
$3000 increase in home values.” Just a single point
increase has statistically significant effects. Many
neighborhoods in Davidson have seen dramatic
improvements in their WalkScore with not just new
sidewalks but also new shops, parks, and schools
within walking distance. The net result is that the
Davidson zip code proved to be the second most
resilient real estate market in the entire Charlotte
region through the “Great Recession” of 2007-2009
and continues to perform exceptionally well today.
In summary, the path that Davidson has followed
to grow our community in a compact, walkable,
diverse, and mixed-use manner has proven very
successful in responding to the demands of a
changing marketplace; is more efficient in its use
of government resources; creates greater long-term
value; and promotes a healthier lifestyle.

Walkability, like many other factors, has proven
to be a significant premium for housing values as
well. In a study by Joe Cortright for CEO’s for
Cities in 2009, Walking the Walk: How Walkability
RURAL AREA PLAN | DAVIDSON, NC
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HOW WE GET IT DONE

WHAT WE WILL ACCOMPLISH

There are two key implementing mechanisms for
this vision to become a reality – neither of which
will cost the Town a dime – namely, the permission
to extend public sewer and the modification of the
current zoning standards and district maps.

Many of us remember driving out Shearer Road
and wondering where the edge of the world was.
We left town and headed off into the rural wild.
There just wasn’t anything beyond there. That is no
longer the case. Growth is happening all around
us and we must continue to determine how we
will conserve and develop in a way that is right for
Davidson.

A number of other capital projects, most of
which have been previously identified, can be
implemented on a pay-as-you-go basis, through
a general obligation bond or other financing
mechanism, or through the development
process. While these physical improvements are
critical to the long-term livability goals for both
local neighborhoods and the entire Davidson
community, they are not in and of themselves
catalyst projects.

“

This plan is about cultivating
conservation – a continued
stewardship of our heritage and our
community – and quality growth.

When future generations look back and evaluate
the implications of our decisions they will do so
with the recognition that our goal of preserving
open space and encouraging diverse, compact, and
walkable neighborhoods will have been fulfilled.
We are confident in this forecast because we are
continuing this twenty year old experiment with
25% (1.5 square miles) of the total 3,800 acres
already permanently protected as public parks,
nature preserves, and conservation easements.
Using existing regulatory tools, we can confidently
protect another 10% (350-400 acres) along
Shearer Road. That leaves the balance of our
target, approximately 570 acres, dependent upon
other strategies. Through a combination of zoning
strategies this would only require 28% of the area
west of the West Branch to achieve the final 15%,
leaving the balance available for development as
walkable neighborhoods.
This plan is about cultivating conservation – a
continued stewardship of our heritage and our
community – and quality growth. This plan
underscores these two complementary interests,
how we have long done things differently, and how
we will continue to successfully build a 21st century
town who understands where we’ve come from and
where we’re headed. In short, with this plan we will
accomplish our mission of village-centered growth,
connection of neighborhoods, preservation of rural
areas, and the provision of public space.
Let’s get started.

10
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UNDERSTANDING THE LAND
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Understanding the land

Key Takeaways
• Intentional planning for the
RPA stretches back to 1991 and
continues to mature with each
new planning effort
• There is a significant amount of
preserved open space, but it is
disconnected
• A few land owners control large
tracts of several hundred acres
• Natural features like streams and
topography somewhat constrain
developable land
• Some of the most important open
spaces identified in previous plans
have been permanently protected

14
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Understanding the land

MEASURE TWICE - CUT ONCE
When building a house, you never allow speed in preparation to drive assembly.
Lumber fits together to create walls and floors but careful measurements are
necessary to ensure that they will be squared and plumb. So too, every successful
planning effort begins with a thorough and careful inventory and understanding
of the study area. Combining site tours by car and on foot, geographic
information systems (GIS) analysis, and local anecdotes, we are able to construct
an accurate set of thematic maps to help inform the public discussion and design.
When the potential loss of cherished memories of the land and its features is
high, it is particularly necessary to apply a methodology for conservation that is
well-vetted. While land preservation has intrinsic value, there is a hierarchy of
priorities that must be considered when balancing land owner expectations and
development interests with conservation strategies. The following pages contain
a series of analysis maps and diagrams that explore a rational basis for making
sound development decisions. The result of this analysis is a Land Suitability
and Development Opportunities map to help guide the general locations of new
neighborhoods, mixed-use centers, and parks and open space.

RURAL AREA PLAN | DAVIDSON, NC
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Alexander

Davie

MAP 2.1 REGIONAL CONTEXT
Statesville

Cleveland

Iredell

Conover

Troutman
Newton

Catawba
Rowan

Maiden

Mooresville

China Grove

Downtown Davidson
Davidson
RPA

Kannapolis

Lincoln

Lincolnton

Salisbury

Cornelius

Huntersville
Concord
Cabarrus
Stanley

10 miles
Dallas

Gaston

Harrisburg

Mt. Holly

Gastonia

Mecklenburg

Charlotte

Stanly

20 miles

N

SS The RPA is located in north Mecklenburg County, just east of Davidson’s historic core.
It is an approximate 30 minute drive to downtown Charlotte, NC and to the CharlotteDouglas International Airport. As the urban and developed areas of Charlotte,
Huntersville, Mooresville, Kannapolis and Concord continue to expand, the RPA of
Davidson faces growing development pressure. The zip code for Davidson (28036) is
Union
routinely noted as one of the best performing zip codes in the region.

NCDOT GIS Unit, Esri, HERE, DeLorme, MapmyIndia, © OpenStreetMap
contributors, and the GIS user community
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MAP 2.2 RURAL AREA CONTEXT
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SS The transportation infrastructure in the area includes: I-77, NC Highway 73, NC
Highway 3, and NC Highway 115. However, the network in the immediate RPA area
is quite underdeveloped, consisting largely of the original two lane farm-to-market roads:
Grey Road, Shearer Road and East Rocky River Road. In general, the area is composed
of very low density development, large tracts of open space and gently rolling topography.
There are some existing older growth forested areas along the stream basins, but much of
the area has been timbered over the decades. Despite the rural image of the landscape,
there are very few working farms, though there are several hobby farms and equine
establishments in the area.
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MAP 2.3 RURAL PLANNING AREA BOUNDARIES AND NATURAL FEATURES
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River Run to the south. The RPA is approximately 3,780 acres slightly larger than the incorporated town area (3,716 acres). The
RPA is bisected by the West Branch of the Rocky River, a stream that
was channelized by the Army Corps of Engineers nearly a century
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MAP 2.4 NOTABLE AND/OR HISTORIC PROPERTIES
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Schoolhouse
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11. 13900 E Rocky River Rd: Rural
House

14. 14805 E Rocky River Rd: Mill
Ruin
15. 15052 June Washam Rd: Rural
Cemetery
*Source: Charlotte-Mecklenburg Historic Landmarks
Commission

N

SS Unique and/or historic structures often tell the stories of an area and
illustrate a vernacular that is uniquely local. The diagram above
maps the currently known notable structures. Special attention
should be paid to these places when considering development of the
land of which they are a part.

XX Typical farm outbuilding on
Shearer Road
RURAL AREA PLAN | DAVIDSON, NC
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MAP 2.5 WALKS AND ROLLS ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION PLAN

LEGEND

SS The 2013 Town of Davidson Walks and Rolls Alternative Transportation Plan is
depicted above including all adopted bicycle, pedestrian, and street improvements.
Davidson has had a long history of pursuing improved connectivity and enhanced routes
for active transportation.
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MAP 2.6 PLANNING AREAS
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SS Davidson’s RPA is currently classified as ‘Rural’. Immediately adjacent properties
that are served by sewer are currently designated ‘Conditional’, ‘‘Neighborhood Edge’,
Neighborhood General’, ‘Village Infill’ and ‘College Campus’ and support higher
densities of development. Under the current ‘Rural’ classification, development is
allowed in two different configurations, both of which require a minimum of 40% open
space. For tracts with existing water and sewer, development may occur up to 2 units/
acre. Where water and sewer is not available, development is limited to 1 unit/ 2 acres,
with a maximum of six total lots.
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MAP 2.7 NATURAL FEATURES
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SS The RPA is composed of gently rolling topography with a few key bluff overlooks and
rock outcroppings that offer signature views of the landscape. It is bisected from north
to south by the West Branch of the Rocky River and its intersecting streams. The
main branch of the Rocky River forms the eastern border of the RPA. There are some
significant stands of older-growth trees predominantly along stream corridors, but much
of the area has been timbered over the decades. Some large tract land owners continue
to use timbering to provide income. Generally, Shearer Road runs along a ridge and the
elevation drops to the east and west down to the streams below. Similarly, the western
portion of the area contains some flatter, more elevated areas that begin to slope down
to the streams at their perimeters. Davidson College owns some 600+ acres, much of it
wooded or preserved, at the northwest border of the RPA and the neighborhoods of River
Run, inside the town limits, generally border the southern portion.
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MAP 2.8 EXISTING OPEN SPACE MAP
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SS Currently preserved parks and conservation easements make up approximately 25% of
the RPA land area. Fisher Farm and Abersham are contiguous park properties that make
up a notable 540 acres of preserved land in the area. Rocky River Bluff Nature Preserve
provides an additional 154 acres of protected natural features as well as spectacular
easterly views and impressive rock outcroppings. Additionally, Davidson College
property along the northwestern boundary provides an extension of the green network,
as it contains several acres of ecological preserve and is primarily undeveloped or lightly
developed. Streams and floodplains provide corridors for species movement north-south
and east-west and connect major open spaces. Existing paths and greenways provide
connectivity to the town center along the southern portion of the RPA, but the remainder
of the area remains connected only by roadway. Much of the western portion of the RPA
is only 1-2 miles from downtown.
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MAP 2.9 LAND SUITABILITY AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
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SS Various constraints to mobility and development were identified in the RPA including,
but not limited to: utility easements, slopes unsuitable for development (typically 15%
or greater), floodways, stream buffers, conservation easements and public park property.
After removing those constrained areas from the study area geography, the areas available
for development were determined to be roughly 2,500 acres. Land appropriate for
preservation (e.g., adjecent to existing preserved lands) and land that would enhance
green network connectivity (e.g., greenway corridors) were further culled from the 2,500
acres, leaving the land appropriate for development to be roughly 1,460 acres. The
diagram above illustrates the results of the analysis. This diagram was used as a guide to
plan the most appropriate areas to be preserved or designed in more detail.
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MAP 2.10 LAND SUITABILITY AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES (ENLARGED)
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

Public engagement

Key Takeaways
• Hundreds of residents attended the
various public engagement events
and we spoke directly with many
of the major property owners
• What we heard - respect
individual property development
rights while preserving open space
& rural beauty
• When development is allowed
in the rural area, we now have
a clear vision of the appropriate
character and design elements that
citizens demand

28
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ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT
The Town of Davidson has long valued high levels of public engagement in support of its community
decision-making process. This plan sought to continue that dialogue through a robust series of interactions
that allowed everyone who was interested to engage directly with the planning team. In-person interviews,
phone interviews, focus group discussions, public workshops, a dedicated project webpage, sharing of
online videos, and open planning and design charrettes were utilized to maximize opportunities for
everyone interested to affect the final recommendations.

Shearer Rd.

This intentionally comprehensive process created a solution for potential developers and local residents
that is sustainable and appropriate to market opportunities and municipal expectations. Yet, it is important
to note that this engagement continues after more than 20 years of discussion regarding the RPA. What
has changed in those 20 years since aIREDELL
decision was
made to try and preserve half of the RPA? Very simply,
COUNTY
d.
the Charlotte region grew up around
Davidson and it ris
now
bearing down on this area in a way that was
ian R
115
byte
Pres
not evident in 1993. The pressure is high, but Davidson’s citizens are determined to manage the pace and
quality of change using their own playbook and tested strategies.
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SS Map 3.1 above locates the properties represented by participants in
the planning process.

Sam Furr Rd

.
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STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
The project team conducted more than a dozen
interviews with stakeholders from the Davidson
area and surrounding community including:
• Town of Davidson - Administration
• Town of Davidson Commissioners
• Charlotte Water
• Davidson & Mecklenburg County Parks &
Recreations Departments
• Local Builders/Developers
• NCDOT
• CRTPO
• RPA land owners
• Cabarrus County, Huntersville & Kannapolis
• Davidson Lands Conservancy
• Davidson College

Further public meetings discussed a range of topics
including:
• Housing affordability

From these meetings, key themes were identified
that were strongly considered during the design
process including:
• The current Rural Planning Area designations are
not adequate and are viewed by some as restricting
individual property rights;
• More flexible regulatory tools are needed;
• Pedestrian and bicycle-oriented development
along with healthy and active living continue to be
common interests of the community and concepts
that most participants agreed with;
• Some development should be allowed in the rural
area, but protecting and preserving land should be a
top priority as well;
• There is a need for more mobility options in the
rural area - connectivity is very limited;
• It is not enough to preserve some amount of open
space - attention should be paid to the quality of
those spaces; and
• Much of the community has an interest in
preserving the ‘rural feel’ of the area, but they had
some difficulty in defining “rural.”

• Village centers
• Environment and natural resources
• Farming and conservation
• Planning ordinance strategies
• Neighborhoods & HOAs
• Equestrian Activities
• Parks, Greenways & Open Space

WW Public meeting
outcome - Emerging
themes diagram
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PUBLIC WORKSHOP
On November 16, 2015, the project team held
a Project Kickoff Presentation and Workshop at
Davidson United Methodist Church. The presentation
explained current national and local trends, past
planning efforts, and other major factors that should
be considered when planning for the RPA. Following
the presentation, participants gathered around
maps of the study area with members of the project
team. Each group participated in visioning exercises
and discussed their favorite characteristics of the
RPA, whether more intense development should be
allowed, where it should be located, and the design
characteristics of new development.

SS Workshop participants engaged in the preliminary
presentation

SS Town of Davidson staff, consultant team,
Commissioners and residents around the table
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DESIGN CHARRETTE
From November 16-19, 2015, the project team held a 4-day design charrette at the Town of Davidson
Town Hall. During the charrette the project team studied the site, met with more than a hundred
stakeholders, and created analytical diagrams and master plans for the area.
Throughout the charrette, the public engaged in formal and informal conversations and provided key
direction to guide the team’s recommendations. This feedback was instrumental in the project team’s
approach to formulating a plan for the area.
On December 9, 2015 at the charrette’s closing presentation the team presented the first draft of the Rural
Area Plan in an open session to the public.

Charrette is “little cart” in French. In
19th century Paris, design professors
circulated carts to collect final drawings
from students. Students jumped on the
carts to finish their work as they were
pulled through the streets in public view.
The term charrette has evolved to mean an
open public design process where the public
and the client are directly engaged with the
designers to develop a preferred plan within
an intense timeframe.

SS Community members reviewing work at the design
charrette

SS Typical focus group sesssion at the design charrette
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PUBLIC CHARRETTE SCHEDULE
Monday, November 16th
1:00 pm
Public Utilities (all except Charlotte Water)
2:30 pm
Affordable Housing
4:00 pm
Village Centers
7:00 pm
Public Kickoff Workshop: What is your vision?
The workshop featured a “food for thought” presentation of national best
practices in traditional urban design, transportation, zoning, and preserving
community character. It was followed by a hands-on design session where
community residents, stakeholders, and officials worked together to
generate a development vision for the site.
Tuesday, November 17th
9:00 am
Neighborhood Leaders (River Run, Runnymeade, etc)
10:30 am Environment and Natural Resources (DLC, NCWRC et al)
1:00 pm
Parks, Greenways, and Open Space
2:30 pm
Regional Mobility (Streets and Transit)
4:00 pm
Equestrian Activities
5:00 pm
Daily Project Update/Design Pin-Up Session
Wednesday, November 18th
Farming and Conservation Strategies
9:00 am
10:30 am Builders/Developers
Open Session
1:00 pm
Planning Ordinance Strategies
2:30 pm
Daily Project Update/Design Pin-Up Session
5:00 pm
Thursday, November 19th
Open Session (ends at 12:00pm)
9:00 am
Open Session (ends at 5:00pm)
1:00 pm
Daily Project Update/Design Pin-Up Session
5:00 pm
Wednesday, December 9th
First Presentation of the Complete Master Plan: The design team presented
7:00 pm
its set of preliminary recommendations for the future conservation and
development of the Rural Area.
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What does ‘Rural’ mean to you?
Members of the community submitted their favorite photos of
Davidson’s rural areas. The images below were selected from
those submitted as the best examples of the character and
special attributes of the Rural Planning Area.
1

2

3

5
4

8

6

7
9

10

11

12
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WEBSITE & LIVE STREAM
A website was developed by the Town of Davidson
to solicit public involvement and to provide public
input throughout the planning process. The site
included:
• Interactive ESRI maps of the planning area;
• Project background;
• RFP & selection process;
• Project timeline;
• Videos & presentations;
• Public involvement opportunities; and
• FAQs.

Public presentations were also live streamed by
the Town of Davidson communications staff to
provide members of the public who were not able
to attend meetings in person the opportunity to
watch simultaneously as well as after the event.
All presentations were posted to the website in
printable and video formats.

SS Screen shots of the various resources available on the project web site
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During the charrette and the following several weeks, a visual preference survey was undertaken
with the community. Dozens of images depicting rural character and development were grouped in
categories and displayed in the Davidson Town Hall.

Residents were asked to select their favorite images that
represented the general character or a specific element that
they wanted to be part of the RPA moving forward.

rural roads

hamlets

The images below and on the following page were selected the most
frequently by the community. These images and the comprehensive results of
the public engagement were used to create a conceptual master plan and a
vision for the future of the rural area.
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CURATING OUR HERITAGE

Curating our heritage

Key Takeaways
• Continue to require open
space as a part of the
development process
• Seek to expand the buffers
along certain streams and
creeks to accommodate
wildlife corridors

40
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• Prioritize land adjacent to
the Fisher Farm/Abersham
Park for acquisition
• Encourage the long-term
integrity of the Hunter/
Smith/Whisnant tract at
the end of Pine Road
• Encourage local food
production as an integral
element in neighborhoods

Curating our heritage

CONTINUING A TRADITION OF
CONSERVATION

• Protect the scenic quality and character of the rural
areas

The widely known social, environmental,
economic, and health benefits associated with
allocating and maintaining permanent open space
have long been a part of the community knowledge
base. Using best practices in conservation and
preservation can achieve a much higher quality of
preserved open space that is more highly beneficial
to humans, wildlife, and the natural environment.
Wildlife and the healthy ecosystems they thrive in
are absolutely key to the environments in which
humans thrive. Above and beyond the holistic
environmental benefits of open space preservation,
there are numerous reasons why high-quality open
space preservation is essential to planning how our
communities grow.

• Retain equity for ETJ landowners

First, it can provide communal areas for neighbors
to meet, by plan or by accident. This can build
social capital and connect communities. Second,
well preserved and connected open space can
establish and/or retain essential habitat for wildlife.
Providing diverse habitat for a wide range of species
creates a more unique and sustainable place to
live with a higher quality of life. Third, from an
economic standpoint, real estate values have been
shown to increase significantly when they are in
close proximity to high quality green space. Finally,
open space often provides recreational opportunities
to nearby communities and encourages healthier
lifestyles for residents of all ages.
Davidson has been a regional and national leader
in open space preservation. As a part of the Open
Space Plan in 2001, the town identified the
following goals:
• Preserve 50% of the ETJ as open space (first stated
as a goal in the 1995 Land Plan)
• Provide public access to 50% of the open space
within the ETJ
• Encourage walkable, mixed-use communities

• Protect water quality

Using a toolbox that includes land purchases (by
the town and the county), conservation easements,
and regulations, the community has become
the beneficiary of more than 1.5 square miles of
permanently preserved open space.
Yet, this is a living landscape which continues to
change. When planning studies focused on the
preservation of open space in the 1990’s, there was
a strong desire to preserve important viewsheds.
Today, more than twenty years later, many of the
viewsheds have been modified either through
natural growth or through intentional forestry
practices. As such, the protection of viewsheds has
proven to be an elusive priority. As a result, this
plan no longer ascribes a high value to these rural
elements and instead defers to the development
process to identify local open space for preservation.
Like viewsheds, in the past 20-30 years nearly all
of the full-time agriculture activites have given way
to hobby farms for supplemental income and tax
advantage as well as leased farm land for others
to cultivate. Today, many of the landowners who
have stewarded the rural areas for decades are
dialing down any currently intensive activities to
prepare for a generational transfer. Whether future
generations will embrace a full-time agricultural
lifestyle and whether the land values make that
practical remain to be seen.
Viewsheds and working farmland aside, this
plan continues the planning philosophies of its
predecessors for prioritizing high quality open space
for both conservation and public enjoyment. While
it is expected that much of the open space will be
protected through regulation, there are some key
parcels that continue to be worthy of consideration
for acquisition.
RURAL AREA PLAN | DAVIDSON, NC
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MAP 4.1 FUTURE GREEN NETWORK DIAGRAM
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SS The priorities identified for land conservation include (1) expansions
to the existing Fisher Farm/Abersham Park, (2) steep slopes and
hardwood stands along the edges of the creeks, and (3) the Hunter/
Smith/Whisnant tract (located in Cornelius).
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Action Item 4.1: Continue to support
open space preservation through the
development process.
The Rural Planning Area development requirements
have long prioritized the preservation of open
space above density as a means to manage growth
in areas that were further from mixed-use centers.
Beginning with the earliest regulations in the
1990s requiring a minimum of 50% open space
to the requirement today of 40% (after more than
1.5 square miles has been otherwise protected by
public acquisition), there is a clear distinction being
set between low density suburban development
and neighborhoods that are interwoven into the
natural landscape. New development projects
must create – or not preclude – connections with
existing natural space, or be located so as to allow
future natural space connections on adjacent
properties. Additionally, viewshed analysis should
be incorporated into the Environmental Inventory
submittal requirements for all properties within the
Rural Study Area. We believe that these approaches
will continue to yield great benefits when applied in
a context sensitive manner throughout the RPA.

Action Item 4.2: Apply, where practical, a
minimum stream buffer of 1200 feet in total
width along the Rocky River, West Branch of
the Rocky River, and the West Branch’s main
tributary.
The North Carolina Wildlife Resources
Commission (NCWRC) recommends protecting
a ‘Core Terrestrial Habitat’ for priority terrestrial
wildlife species by maintaining a minimum
300-600 foot buffer on either side of perennial
streams (Conservation Recommendation for Priority
Terrestrial Wildlife Species and Habitats in North
Carolina - www.ncwildlife.org). Using NCWRC
best practices, we will seek to create a 600 foot
minimum preserved ‘Core Terrestrial Habitat’
corridor on each side of the Rocky River and the
West Branch of the Rocky River and its main

tributary. It is expected that some portion will
continue to be a minimum based on the current
county-wide post-construction buffer standards,
however, where there is additional open space
required, this wildlife corridor should be prioritized.

Action Item 4.3: Prioritize the
preservation of upland areas through the
site planning process.
Building on the recommended buffers, the plan
encourages the protection of upland areas to
provide habitat needs for different types of wildlife
and plants. NCWRC describes upland habitats
as terrestrial habitats that are located outside of
the floodplain, wetlands and riparian zones. The
identification of important upland habitats, such
as mixed pine/hardwood forests, rock outcrops,
isolated wetlands, and grasslands, and includsion
of these habitats in the required development setasides should be incorporated into the site planning
process.

Action Item 4.4: Prioritize land adjacent
to the following sites for acquisition: Fisher
Farm/Allison Farm; Rocky River Bluff; and,
West Branch Nature Preserve.
At nearly a square mile, the Fisher Farm/Abersham
Park represents an important regional park space.
To that end, and to continue to protect the
ecological health of the ecosystem in the park,
officials have identified the desire to continue to
expand the park’s boundaries to logical ends. There
are a number of key tracts between Grey Road
and Shearer Road that would shore up the current
boundary and improve the overall park. Rather
than rely upon the development process to provide
remnants to add to the overall inventory, we believe
that these particular tracts are important enough to
acquire outright. Similarly, Rocky River Bluff and
West Branch Nature Preserve are key habitats whose
ecosystems will benefit from additional buffering
through the acquisition of adjacent lands.
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Action Item 4.5: Work with regional
agencies and land trusts to secure the
long-term integrity of the Hunter/Smith/
Whisnant tract.
While not in Davidson, this roughly one square
mile tract at the end of Pine Road has its roots in
the current family from a King’s grant. Originally
part of a much larger tract, this is perhaps one of
the most regionally significant tracts in northern
Mecklenburg County. Given its close proximity
to dowtnown Davidson, it along with the Fisher
Farm/Abersham Park tract, is critical to the open
space network for the Davidson and Cornelius
communities.

“

There is a clear distinction being
set between low density suburban
development and neighborhoods
that are interwoven into the natural
landscape.
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Action Item 4.6: Work with developers
to encourage local food production within
neighborhoods.
There continues to be a strong interest in
connecting people more directly to the production
of food. The spread of community gardens and
other accessible agriculture can be an attractive
amenity in new neighborhoods. During the design
process, the Town will encourage developers to
consider the use of well-situated open space for
community gardens, beehives, chicken coops, and
other neighborhood-friendly agriculture. The plan
recommends that agricultural land within new
development be preserved by offering an incentive
that reduces by 1.5 acres the amount of required
open space area for every acre of active farmland
included in a new development.

Action Item 4.7: Incorporate
identification of historic resources into the
site planning process.
In addition to preserving open space, the plan
recommends the identification and conservation of
important cultural and historic resources as part of
the development process. Map 2.4 contains a list
of potential resources located throughout the study
area. This inventory should be referenced in the
Davidson Planning Ordinance and should be used
to evaluate historic resources as development comes
forward for particular sites on a case-by-case basis.
In addition, the Town will work with the CharlotteMecklenburg Landmarks Commission to identify
strategies for preserving these resources - including
the use of conservation easements, land purchases,
and voluntary preservation.

Curating our heritage

PHOTOS OF LOCAL HISTORIC SITES

SS Barn and Horse Ring

SS Grey Road Home

SS Fisher Farm Barn

SS Beaver Dam Barn

SS A typical historic cemetery: Christian Aid Society Cemetery,
Davidson College

SS Beaver Dam Home
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TYPES OF PUBLIC SPACE
With regard to public space to be protected through the development process, this plan recommends the
use of a variety of open space types to meet the needs of residents and provide unique experiences to access
nature. The examples below illustrate the major categories of public space envisioned as a part of this
planning process.

DESCRIPTION
The Great Lawn
A formal central neighborhood
green which provides space for
social and recreational activities.
This space is left open with little
or no permanent structures
to ensure flexible use by the
community.

Pocket Park
Small, programmable open spaces
nestled in between buildings or
at intersections. Pocket parks
provide space to stop and rest, or
become a small event venue and
also encourage chance meetings
with neighbors.

Woodland
The quiet, natural, and
undisturbed character of a
woodland is something that is
very unique in new development.
Preserving wooded areas,
especially around streams,
provides unique experiences
to interact with the natural
environment.
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DESCRIPTION

PLAN

EXAMPLES

Community Farming
Many public open spaces in
the master plan would be ideal
for community farming. These
spaces allow for the production
of fresh and healthy food,
physical activity, and neighborly
interactions. Community
farming can also be very
educational for children.

Water
Along with the Rocky River and
its West Branch, there are several
small streams that run through
the RPA. Key streams can be
cleaned and restored as amenities
for the community. Providing
trails along stream corridors
is common and gives patrons
moderate access to the water, but
direct access to streams is less
common and can be a unique
amenity. Providing access to and
across streams while maintaining
and enhancing wildlife habitats
is ideal. Access points should
reinforce the natural conditions
in materials, design, and
construction.
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SS Originally a 900 acre farm, Serenbe, GA is a
new development 45 minutes outside of Atlanta,
GA. It features a 20 acre organic farm, farm-totable restaurants, a general store, live-work units,
public schools, and a camp for children to name
a few. After a successful first phase of development
focused on large tracts of agricultural open space,
the second phase includes edible landscaping.
48
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CS
Global trends and data tell planners that humans are
settling closer and closer to urban centers rather than
choosing to settle in rural areas. However, trends in
the US have also shown that significant segments of
our population, especially millennials (aged 18-34),
have an increased interest in locally produced food and
backyard farming. Some niche developments across the
nation have responded to these data points and have
been designed around an agricentric theme, prioritizing
open space and agricultural amenities. In 2009, during
the Great Recession, a New York Times article reported
that approximately 200 projects existed that included
agriculture as a key component. It continued to note that
some failing developments in the early 2000s had been
saved when developers converted planned open spaces
in the communities to common agricultural amenities
(Applebaum, 2009). The Congress for the New Urbanism
even coined a new term in recent years to describe the
trend, “agricultural urbanism.”
In previous decades, many communities were built with
golf courses as a thematic open space amenity. Some
recent trends indicate that there is a drastically declining
consumer interest in such communities, but an increase
in the desire to live in these new typologies of agricultural
communities. In 2014, the Urban Land Institute, a real
estate, land use and development think tank, reported that
golf course communities cost millions to maintain and

CASE STUDY:
SERENBE, GEORGIA
I N T E G R AT I N G A G R I C U LT U R E
I N TO WA L K A B L E
NEIGHBORHOODS
that the US is over-built with such recreational services.
But, development-supported agriculture, or communitysupported agriculture (CSA) is drawing new buyers,
increasing real estate values, connecting neighbors together
and is becoming more mainstream. Despite the noted
success of these types of development, they’re currently
still a very polarizing real estate product. Some buyers and
investors absolutely love the idea and some think it is crazy,
according to the ULI (Runyon, 2014).
New agri-development typologies are not the only trends
emerging around agriculture, but new economic and food
trends are being noted as well, often coupled with these
new agricultural communities. Companies are springing up
nationwide that specialize in farming within communities,
often on various smaller tracts of private property. Residents
allow these businesses to farm on their unused open space.
This joint venture allows the farmers to avoid the capital
risk of securing large tracts of land, which is up to the
neighborhood residents. Members of such communities
see these small farms and sharing economies as an attractive
amenity; real estate values in some such communities have
jumped significantly and lot sales have been successful
(Runyon, 2014). Example communities include Bucking
Horse (CO); Harvest (TX); and, Agritopia (AZ).
Appelbaum, Alec. “Organic Farms as Subdivision Amenities.” The New
York Times. The New York Times, 30 June 2009. Web. 05 Jan. 2016.
Runyon, Luke. “Forget Golf Courses: Subdivisions Draw Residents With
Farms.” NPR. NPR, 17 Jan. 2014. Web. 05 Jan. 2016.
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MOVING AROUND

Key Takeaways
• Extend the town street
network
• Preserve Grey Road and
Shearer Road while
improving safety and
bicycle/pedestrian mobility
• Extend the Concord Road
multi-use path along East
Rocky River Road
• Continue implementing the
Davidson Walks and Rolls
Plan
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• Extend Davidson-Concord
Road to Grey Road and
beyond
• Provide new connections
into Fisher Farm Park and
River Run
• Construct the West Branch
Greenway as a true multimodal facility (bicycle,
pedestrian, and horses)

Moving around

“

Whether you live in a city or a small
town, ...drive a car, take the bus
or ride a train, at some point in
the day, everyone is a pedestrian.
- US Secretary of Transportation,
Anthony Foxx (Davidson College
Class of 1993)
WE VALUE MOBILITY CHOICES,
ESPECIALLY WHEN WE DON’T HAVE
TO USE OUR CARS
The Town of Davidson has long prioritized walking
and bicycling as the preferred ways to get around
the community. The Town has constructed miles
of sidewalks and greenway trails throughout the
community with a desire to connect the furthest
reaches at Summer’s Walk to the downtown area,
from the lakefront area across the Interstate, and
from our neighborhoods to the schools.
In addition to very specific physical pathway
improvements, the Town has also been conscious
of the need to manage the speed of traffic as a
means to ensure a safer realm for pedestrians and
cyclists. Lower posted speed limits with aggressive
enforcement, speed tables, speed humps, and
narrow streets have been employed to create a safer
environment to move around without a car.
Although Davidson prioritizes projects and facilities
that promote pedestrian and bicycle movement
first and foremost, the Town remains committed
to providing a robust network of streets to improve
overall mobility. For more than a decade, the
Town has been actively constructing new streets
and connecting streets together to reduce reliance
on some of the major roads. So too, have new
developments been responsible for constructing
their share of these network improvements.

In addition, the town requires small block lengths,
increased connectivity, and strongly discourages culde-sacs and other dead-end streets. The sum total
of these efforts has created one of the most peoplefriendly communities in the entire region.

LIFE IS CHANGING, REGARDLESS OF
WHAT WE DO
Davidson isn’t an island and the RPA is no longer
the edge of the region. Growth has leap-frogged
well beyond the RPA north along Shearer Road as
well as into Cabarrus County along Rocky River
Road. Additionally, growth has occurred within
Davidson’s jurisdiction to the south of the RPA in
the area where sewer is available. As a result, the
RPA has become a hole in the regional doughnut.
This location has meant that while little
development activity has occurred in the RPA,
the volume of growth in the periphery has caused
traffic along the rural RPA roads to more than
double in the past decade alone. Additionally, with
thousands of new homes and residents expected in
the surrounding jurisdictions, many of whom will
travel through the RPA on a daily basis, the traffic is
expected to significantly grow for years to come. In
short, we can do nothing, but regional growth will
still wash over this area.
The best way to prepare for this growth is to do
what we always have done: give people mobility
options. If the main roads are more congested, then
our well-connected neighborhoods will offer our
residents many other choices to get around. When
it comes to a street network, we continue to value
many interconnected two-lane streets over multilane thoroughfares. In addition, in dispersing this
traffic around the community on smaller, lower
speed streets rather than concentrating it on a
few large, high-speed roads, we continue to move
the same amount of vehicles while ensuring safe
options for pedestrians and cyclists.
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MAP 5.1 REGIONAL VEHICULAR INFRASTRUCTURE
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SS Map of existing and planned transportation infrastructure in the region surrounding Davidson and the RPA.
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Action Item 5.1: Continue to require a
network of streets for new development.
While the RPA has historically been comprised of
a very limited network of primarily farm-to-market
roads (Grey Road, Davidson-Concord Road,
East Rocky River Road, and Shearer Road), as
development occurs, it is important that a townscaled network of streets be constructed. Though
parts of the RPA feature challenging topography,
it will become increasingly critical to connect
neighborhoods to provide mobility options with a
spacing of at least one-half mile where practical.

▼▼ The image below depicts the theoretical minimum
spacing of community streets at 1/2 mile oncenter throughout the region. While topography,
existing development, and parks will preclude
some of these connections, overall connectivity will
be prioritized through individual projects and
targeted improvements.

N

OPTIMAL 1/2 MILE
ROAD SPACING
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Action Item 5.2: Maintain the current cross section for Grey Road with minor safety
improvements and an off-road multi-use path.
Grey Road, like Shearer Road, is a very narrow two-lane road. As traffic has increased in the area, there
is a need to improve safety conditions for motorists. There is also a need to provide safer conditions for
the increasing number of bicyclists who use this corridor to connect from downtown Davidson to the
rural Cabarrus and Iredell County roads.This plan recommends adding shoulders to the edge of pavement
where possible to improve motor vehicle safety as well as provide more room for experienced cyclists. In
addition, consistent with the Davidson Walks and Rolls Plan, the plan recommends the installation of a
multi-use path behind the ditch line to accommodate less experienced bicyclists as well as pedestrians. The
intent is to maintain a rural feel with preserved vegetation, natural fences, and hedgerows, while sensitively
inserting improvements to enhance mobility and safety.

XX Conceptual street
section for Grey
Road with improved
shoulders for bicyclist
use, shared multi-use
path, and 11 foot
travel lanes.

SS Images of pathways in rural conditions SS
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Action Item 5.3: Continue construction of the multi-use path along Concord Road/East
Rocky River Road.
The existing multi-use path along Concord Road is a highly visible, heavily used segment of the town’s
greenway and trail system. As new neighborhoods continue to rise in the RPA along with River Run and
some older neighborhoods, providing a significant connection into the downtown as well as connecting
them to the planned neighborhood centers is critical. Consistent with other infrastructure recommended
by the plan, many portions of this path are expected to be built along with new development. Gaps in this
critical piece of infrastructure should be prioritized for town construction.
XX Existing conditions
looking west on East
Rocky River Road

▼▼ Proposed multi-use path
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MAP 5.2 CONCEPTUAL STREET NETWORK AT BUILD-OUT

LEGEND
Adjacent green space

N

Existing RPA
Existing Parks
New Streets
Planned Connections
Davidson Planning Area
New Trails
Existing Trails
Red Line Rail Alignment

SS The map above depicts the conceptual street network at build-out
showing how neighborhoods can be planned to connect and create a
variety of mobility choices consistent with the way the traditional core
of Davidson has built out over time. Preferred stream crossings and
trail systems are also depicted.
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Action Item 5.4: Continue to implement the Davidson Walks and Rolls Alternative Transportation Plan
for bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
At present, there is trail connectivity in certain areas of the southern portion of the RPA and through a portion of Fisher
Farm/Abersham park. The Davidson Walks & Rolls Alternative Transportation Plan recommended several new trails and
paths in and around the RPA which are further echoed in this plan. Additional recommendations have been made to
provide a neighborhood-level trail system reflective of the planned development patterns. Of all the recommendations,
the West Branch Greenway, the East Rocky River Road multi-use path, the Grey Road multi-use path and the greenway
connecting McConnell/St. Alban’s to Fisher Farm are considered to be the most important and, where not built by private
develpoment, should be prioritized for town capital funding. The plan recommends a greenway contribution mechanism
required for all properties redeveloping within the Grey/Shearer Scenic Overlay District. To encourage greenway easement
acquisition, the plan recommends developing incentives that offer credits for projects that secure additional greenway
easement area above and beyond what’s required in their proposal.
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Action Item 5.5: Extend Davidson-Concord Road to Grey Road and
eventually to Presbyterian Road and/or NC 115.
This critical connection has been on many town street and regional thoroughfare plans
for a very long time and is considered essential to providing increased choices for
residents east of town instead of funneling 100% of the traffic through the intersection
of Main Street and Concord Road. It is expected that this street, like most of the other
town streets, will be constructed as a part of the development process. There may be a
need for the Town to complete certain segments over time but as the state rarely funds
such small roadways and the Town generally doesn’t have the resources, the obligation
will fall to the developers to complete their portions as land is developed. The alignment
has been adjusted from previous plans and it is expected that the detailing of the street
will vary in different neighborhoods.
E. Rocky River Rd.

SS Extension of DavidsonConcord Road north to Grey
Road and eventually to
Presbyterian Road or NC 115

▼▼ Proposed Mixed-Use Option for DavidsonConcord Road Extension in the neighborhood
center with bike lanes, on-street parking & wide
sidewalks

Proposed Davidson-Concord Road extension
Typical residential street section
Typical mixed-use street section
Davidson Concord Rd.
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▼▼ Proposed Residential Option for Davidson-Concord Road Extension
with bike lanes, a planted median, and wide sidewalks. Turn lanes at
select intersections only.

▼▼ Proposed Residential Option for Davidson-Concord Road Extension with bike lanes, a
planted median, sidewalks, and a multi-use path. Turn lanes at select intersections only.
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Shearer Rd.

SS A connection from E. Rocky
River Rd. to the west side of
Allison Farm

ord
rF

Dr.

e
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Action Item 5.6: Provide a new vehicular connection to Fisher Farm from
the west. Identify connection to Shearer Road via Allison Farm.
Fisher Farm, a major town and regional amenity is, at present, only accessible from
Shearer Road, requiring visitors to travel a number of additional miles simply to enter
the park. As land is developed on the west side of the West Branch of the Rocky River
at least one connection should be provided to the park from the creek’s west side.
Additionally, an east-west connection from the Barger, Boehmler or other tracts across
the West Branch to Shearer Rd. should be explored. A connection through Allison Farm
is a logical alignment since the road network in this park already exists and extends
nearly down to the West Branch of the Rocky River. This would provide park access,
alleviate traffic volume on Shearer Road, and would be beneficial for pedestrians and
cyclists, too. There will of course be discussion about a street crossing through the park.
This occurs often in large parks (e.g., Golden Gate Park in San Francisco, Forest Park in
St. Louis, and Central Park in New York City) and the impacts of such park crossings
can be effectively mitigated through traffic calming devices, restricted operating hours,
and other programs.

Action Item 5.7: Provide additional vehicular connections to River Run at
key connection points.
d.
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SS River Ford Drive to June
Washam Road connection
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SS Robert Walker Drive to Rocky
River Road connection

There are two potential connections from River Run and as development occurs the
completion of these connections will be important. The first is along Robert Walk Drive
(connecting eventually to East Rocky River Road), which already features right-of-way
platted to the property line. The other would connect River Ford Drive to June Washam
Road, which would alleviate traffic on Davidson-Concord Road and provide ease of
access for these residents to the Mayes node commercial area at NC 73.

Action Item 5.8: Work with Iredell County and the CRTPO to explore a
possible extension of Grey Road to NC 3.
There are very few east-west connections in this region. Connecting Grey Road to NC
3 would help to create some additional mobility choices. NC 3 is currently a preferred
route between Rowan County and Iredell County. The Bluebird Farm, just over the
Iredell County line on the east side of Shearer Road, is under a conservation easement
and will need to be carefully considered with any alignment. Like many other such
routes, it is expected that this could be constructed over time through the development
process.

XX Conceptual alignment of a
Grey Road to NC 3 connection
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Action Item 5.9: Maintain Shearer Road as a two-lane road with widening only for turn
lanes at select intersections.
Shearer Road has seen an increase in vehicular and bicycle traffic, but is currently very narrow. The
community strongly expressed a keen interest in alterations to Shearer Road that could provide additional
room for cyclists and pedestrians to be separated and protected from cars but otherwise maintaining it as a
two-lane road.
The Town has long taken the philosophy of planning a network of many two-lane streets rather than
widening a few roads. The result is that nearly every street in Davidson is much more pedestrianand bicycle-friendly than most communities in the region. While the pressure will be great to widen
thoroughfares like Shearer Road over time to four- and five-lane roads the town will be better served to
stand firm against such pressure by building a network of well-connected, two-lane streets to disperse
traffic.
XX Conceptual street
section for Shearer
Road south of East
Rocky River Road,
with improved
shoulders for
bicyclist use and 10
foot travel lanes

▼▼ Conceptual street section for
Shearer Road in the Scenic
Byway Overlay District, with
improved shoulders for bicyclist
use, occasional turn lane, shared
multi-use path and 10 foot travel
lanes
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MAP 5.4 EXISTING EQUESTRIAN FACILITIES
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SS Map of existing equestrian
facilities and private stables in
the RPA
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Equestrian Facilities

Private Stables

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Thorson Farms
First Call Farm
Runnymeade Equestrian
Triple Play Farm
Davidson Equestrian Center
Gable Acres
Lake Pointe Equestrian Center
Pine Meadow Dressage
Hind’s Feet Farm

Jan Tevepaugh
Hal Garmon
Follow Me Farm
Henry Fleming
Dianne May
Robbie Davis
Stan Phillips
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Action Item 5.10: Construct the West Branch Greenway as a complete,
multi-modal facility for pedestrians, bicyclists, and horses.
The Davidson Walks & Rolls Alternative Transportation Plan proposed a new
greenway along the West Branch of the Rocky River, which is the primary natural
feature that bisects the RPA from north to south and is the western boundary of
Fisher Farm/Abersham Park. It should be designed to handle more usage and modes of
transportation than a typical greenway, including bicyclists, pedestrians, and horses. The
accommodations for horses is particularly acute given the large number of equestrian
centers and private stables in the RPA (see map on opposite page). There are potential
conflicts by including all these elements in a single corridor so it may be necessary to
separate some into their own corridors more specific to their needs (e.g., horse trails are
less about moving directly from point A to B and more about meandering through the
journey).
▼▼ Conceptual “super section” for
the West Branch Greenway
to accommodate pedestrians,
bicyclists, and horses
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Action Item 5.11: Develop way station facilities at select
trail heads and crossings along the West Branch Greenway.
Envisioned as an important recreational corridor, the West Branch
Greenway will provide mobility options for north-south movement
through Davidson’s rural area. The completed greenway – stretching
at least 2.5 miles from East Rocky River Road to Shearer Road
alone – will serve as more than just a local amenity: It will also be a
significant regional linkage for recreational users. As such, the plan
recommends the placement of “way station” facilities at key points
along the corridor.
These amenities may range from sheltered kiosks and/or benches
to small buildings containing exhibits, restrooms, or minor food
provisions. Precedents for such facilities include the Virginia Creeper
Trail’s Green Cove and Whitetop Stations; the Laurel Highlands
Information Center along the Great Alleghany Passage Trail in
Ohiopyle, PA; and, the various lock keeper quarters along the
C&O Trail in Maryland. Each of these buildings serves a different
purpose, with some simply marking a point on the trail and others
denoting historical activities and providing educational or consumer
experiences. Many are staffed by volunteers and open only during
warmer months when greater trail activity occurs; Such facilities
help to establish a coherent trail system and destinations along the
way. Accordingly, the design of these sites and buildings should be
stylistically consistent.

SS Images of way station facilities from top: Fletcher’s
Boathouse along the C&O Trail in Maryland;
Green Cove on the Virginia Creeper Trail; and the
Laurel Highlands Visitor Center along the Great
Alleghany Passage Trail
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Key locations to consider initial facilities are: The northern trailhead
where the West Branch intersects Grey Road; Allison Farm Regional
Park; the proposed western connection to Fisher Farm Park; and,
in the vicinity of the East Rocky River Road-Shearer Road rural
crossroads – perhaps on the Batchelor property northeast of the
crossroads where a conservation easement already exists. Exact
locations should be coordinated with landowners, developers, and
Mecklenburg County through the site development process. The
facilities are not mandated as part of the development process, but
their construction is encouraged. They are envisioned to be part
of the Carolina Thread Trail and would serve as useful destinations
within this larger trail network. The plan recommends adequate
separate between facilities, generally considered to be a mile or more.

Moving around

MAP 5.5 POTENTIAL WAY STATION LOCATIONS
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SS Please see page 57 for
reference on proposed trail/
path network map

SS This map illustrates potential way station facilities
locations to be explored through the site development
process as voluntary ameneties. Envisioned to be
part of the larger Carolina Thread Trail, the plan
recommends a general spacing guideline of at least a
mile for these facilties.
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THE MASTER PLAN

The Master Plan

Key Takeaways
• The combination of a
town-scaled street network,
protected open spaces, and
compact blocks will create
great neighborhoods of
lasting value.
• New mixed-use centers at
Davidson-Concord Road/
Concord Road and Shearer
Road/East Rocky River
Road will provide walkable
and bikeable destinations
for nearby residents
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THE ROLE OF THE CONCEPTUAL MASTER PLAN
To help understand the long-term build out potential for an area, it is necessary to do detailed planning
and design on a parcel-by-parcel basis. At this level of planning, topography can be considered, key
environmental features can be conserved, and a network of streets and blocks can be approximated. The
result is a concept of how, when all of the various expectations and regulations are applied to an area,
development activity might piece together over time to create well-connected, walkable neighborhoods
and vibrant mixed-use centers. It also connects open spaces to create larger, continuous natural areas that
are more supportive of habitat than smaller, disconnected ones.
▼▼ The Development Framework Plan

▼▼ The Conceptual Master Plan

SS Conceptual illustrations of development patterns and typologies envisioned in the master plan
RURAL AREA PLAN | DAVIDSON, NC
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MAP 6.1 DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
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The Master Plan

MAP 6.2 CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION MASTER PLAN

DEVELOPMENT DATA
N

Area Appropriate
for Development

+/- 2,500 acres

Developed area

+/- 1,460 acres
(58% of developable area)

Preserved area

+/- 1,040 acres
(42% of developable area)

SS The master plan shown is illustrative only and intended to depict the general
arrangement of streets and blocks, preserved open space and the approximate location of
neighborhood services.
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SHEARER & EAST ROCKY RIVER CROSSROADS
A rural crossroads mixed-use center would be ideal at the intersection of East Rocky River and Shearer
Roads to support the various neighborhoods in the vicinity and provide a walkable destination to residents.
Typical rural commercial crossroads architecture often resembles the adaptive re-use of farmhouses (new
or historic) and other similar residentially-scaled structures. Ideal tenants would include restaurants, small
offices, a coffee shop, a general store, and other neighborhood services.

Neighborhood
park

Natural
neighborhood
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Mixed-use rural
crossroads

New greenway
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River
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SS Illustration depicting the walkable character of the
crossroads at East Rocky River and Shearer Roads.

Key Design Elements
• Mixed-use destination with rural character and
scale near existing and planned neighborhoods
• Contextually-appropriate transitions between
mixed-use areas and surrounding parcels
• Pedestrian & bicycle-friendly street renovations
• Trails connect East Rocky River Road to Fisher
Farm Park

SS Enlarged conceptual plan view of the crossroads
neighborhood center. The arrow depicts the
perspective of the illustration above.
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NORTHEAST SHEARER ROAD (~320 ACRES)
The northeast area of the RPA along Shearer Road area is envisioned to have new housing that embodies
very low-density living nestled in a predominately undisturbed natural environment. With sewer, small to
medium sized lots can be clustered around common open spaces and development set back from Shearer
Road, maintaining the current rural feel and echoing the adjacent park properties. Without sewer, lots
will need to be much larger to accommodate on-site septic systems. A network of trails and open spaces
connect residents and wildlife to nearby parks and conserved lands.
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N
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SS Illustration of a rural neighborhood with a common area
that includes community gardens and an open green for
unstructured play and activities.

• Establish minimum natural wooded buffers to
screen new development from Shearer Road
view

rer
R

• Homes clustered around common parks and
other public spaces

She
a

• High ratio of open space preserved

d.

Key Design Elements

• Trails connect Fisher Farm Park to Rocky River
Bluff Nature Preserve

SS Enlarged plan view
showing the direction of the
illustrations.
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BOEHMLER, JOHNSON, AND BROOME TRACTS & GREY RD. (~310 ACRES)
New neighborhoods comprised of a range of housing styles and types are within walking distance to
the mixed-use center at Concord/Rocky River Road and Davidson-Concord Road. On the Boehmler
tract, the “Great Lawn” provides a large 1-2 acre green that serves as a central gathering area. A similar
public space can be found on the Johnson tract around which new housing is constructed. A network of
connected trails and green spaces offer residents a variety of open space experiences ranging from wooded
areas to a formal neighborhood green. There are at least two crossings of the West Branch tributary as
well as neighborhood trails that connect to the West Branch Greenway. When development occurs on the
Broome tracts, the extension of Davidson-Concord Road north would serve as a predominant north-south
street through this neighborhood across the county line to Presbyterian Road and Highway 115 in Iredell
County.
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The Master Plan

SS Illustration of potential new homes fronting a
formal neighborhood green near the existing
Boehmler home.

Key Design Elements

d.

nR

e
rd

• New neighborhood green/ “great lawn” on the
Boehmler tract

a
Ch

• Extension of Davidson-Concord Road from
East Rocky River/Concord Road to Grey Road
and beyond

• A network of maintained neighborhood parks
and undisturbed natural areas
• New neighborhoods on the Johnson and
Broome tracts
• Wide stream buffers at least 600 feet in width
on each side
• Greenway trail along the West Branch tributary
from St. Alban’s and McConnell neighborhoods
to Fisher Farm Park
• Additional land preservation along the West
Branch of the Rocky River

SS Enlarged plan view
showing the direction of the
illustration.
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BARGER TRACTS (~535 ACRES)
To support the eastern in-town neighborhoods such as Cabin Creek, St. Alban’s, and McConnell as
well as the planned neighborhoods that will be developed along East Rocky River Road, a new mixeduse neighborhood center is envisioned at the intersection of East Rocky River and Davidson-Concord
Roads consistent with many past plans. Within walking distance (approximately 1/4 mile) from the
neighborhood center are new neighborhoods similar in housing diversity and density to those in-town
such as St. Alban’s and Lake Davidson Park. Closer to the Fisher Farm Park, the density drops to more
detached housing with a higher degree of open space dominating the development pattern. Trails connect
along various stream and utility corridors to the West Branch Greenway that runs east-west from St.
Alban’s to Fisher Farm Park.
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SS Illustration of a potential new neighborhood-scaled, mixed-use
development and gateway to new neighborhoods north of the roundabout
at the intersection of Concord Road and Davidson-Concord Road.

Key Design Elements
• Extension of Davidson-Concord Road from
East Rocky River/Concord Road to Grey Road
and beyond
• Mixed-use center at the Concord Road/East
Rocky River Road/Davidson-Concord Road
roundabout
• A network of maintained neighborhood parks
and undisturbed natural areas

• Wide stream buffers at least 600 feet in width
on each side
• Greenway trail along the West Branch tributary
from St. Alban’s and McConnell neighborhoods
to Fisher Farm Park
• Additional land preservation along the West
Branch of the Rocky River

Davidson-Concord Rd.

• New compact, walkable neighborhoods with a
variety of housing types

SS Enlarged plan view showing the
direction of the illustration.
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REGULATING FOR QUALITY
GROWTH

Public utilities & Regulating for quality growth

Key Takeaways
• Extend sewer into the
Rocky River and West
Branch of the Rocky River
basins in a deliberative
manner
• Amend the Planning Areas
map to reflect the plan’s
recommendations
• Update the Planning
Ordinance to incorporate
the plan’s recommendations
and revised/new criteria

84
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There are two key implementing mechanisms for
this vision to become a reality – neither of which
will cost the Town a dime – namely, the permission
to extend public sewer and the modification of
the current planning ordinance standards and
planning area maps. A number of other capital
projects, most of which have been previously
identified, can be implemented on a pay-as-you-go
basis, through a general obligation bond or other
financing mechanism, or through the development
process. While these physical improvements are
critical to the long-term livability goals for both
local neighborhoods and the entire Davidson
community, they are not in and of themselves
catalyst projects.

PUBLIC UTILITY EXTENSION
In Davidson, public water and sewer services are
provided by interlocal agreement with Charlotte
Water, an agency of the City of Charlotte. That
interlocal agreement, signed decades ago when the
Town sold its water and sewer system to the City
of Charlotte, has two important elements. First, it
requires direct approval by the Town for Charlotte
Water to extend any utility services. It is this
mechanism that the Town has used to deny further
extensions into the Rural Planning Area, including
short extensions to remediate septic tank failures.
Second, and perhaps more importantly, it
compels Charlotte Water to extend facilities in
accordance with their normal Capital Improvement
Planning process into any and all parts of the
community at the request of the Davidson Board
of Commissioners. These extensions would be
implemented at no cost to either the landowners or
the Town. The sewer extension process would take
approximately 3-5 years to go from a request by the
Davidson Board of Commissioners to construction.
However, this schedule could be accelerated if
landowners/developers advanced payment for the
project – shrinking that time closer to two years
from start to finish.

There are two main line extensions that would be
required to serve the Rural Planning Area – the
Rocky River basin and the West Branch of the
Rocky River basin – both emanating from the
current terminus at the confluence of these two
watercourses. The decision to extend sewer has
different motivations for each basin.
However, the extension of public sewer has
heretofore been prohibited by an expressed policy
of the Board of Commissioners. This policy, in
place for more than two decades, is also a part
of the interlocal agreement regarding annexation
between the Town and the City of Kannapolis to
the east.
The Kannapolis-Davidson Annexation agreement
became effective on July 11, 2006 and is intended
to last 20 years. It covers a variety of topics,
including: Which areas each jurisdiction could
annex; connectivity; joint project review; and, sewer
extension. Specifically, the agreement requires each
jurisdiction’s consent for water or sewer extension
north of NC 73 and included an agreement by
Kannapolis to not extend sewer into the area north
of East Rocky River Road and east of Shearer Road.
These conditions may be amended with approval
by each jurisdiction’s governing body; or, the
agreement may be terminated unilaterally with five
years notice provided to the other jurisdiction. At a
minimum, the Rural Area Plan’s recommendations
require amending the agreement. Such action
warrants further study and careful weighing of
whether associated benefits of this action outweigh
any potential costs.

Action Item 7.1: Extend public sewer up
the Rocky River basin to the county line.
The extension of sewer up the Rocky River basin
makes logical and reasonable sense from the current
terminus to East Rocky River Road. River Run
has already developed in the quadrant of town
across Shearer Road and to permit a similar level
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of development across the street is an equitable
response. North from East Rocky River Road to
the town limits at Iredell County is a different
set of circumstances. While a portion of this
area has already developed as the Runnymeade
neighborhood using septic fields, they have
previously requested permission to tap into a public
sewer. Septic tanks require regular homeowner
maintenance and are prone to inevitable failure over
time. The extension would satisfy this request.
Beyond the Runnymeade neighborhood are a few
large lot subdivisions and the Rocky River Bluff

Nature Preserve, neither of which will require
public sewer. However, continuing north, there
are a number of investor-owned vacant tracts that
have development potential. With the proximity
of Fisher Farm/Abersham Park immediately across
the street, these properties represent an excellent
opportunity to provide homes within walking
distance of this regional amenity. Without sewer,
the development potential is limited to very large
lot subdivisions for very expensive homes that are
not particularly walkable. By providing sewer, lot
size can be varied and a greater diversity of home
sizes and prices could be offered.
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SS Proposed Sewer Extension Map
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Action Item 7.2: Extend public sewer in
the West Branch of the Rocky River basin
and its tributary towards the McConnell
neighborhood.
The extension of sewer into the West Branch of the
Rocky River basin is a much simpler discussion.
It permits the natural extension of town one mile
further east and permits new compact, walkable
neighborhoods to form and be supported by
viable mixed-use neighborhood centers. Viability
is a function of density, and without sewer, any
neighborhood construction would remain autodependent, contrary to the mission of the Town.
And while development of land long-stewarded
by rural landowners is not imminent, many have
expressed interest in understanding the future
development and conservation options for their
properties. Extension of sewer in the West Branch
area clarifies landowners’ land use expectations
while affording the Town an opportunity to fulfill
long-standing goals of organic growth, compact
development, walkable neighborhoods, and open
space conservation.

PLANNING ORDINANCE CHANGES
The most immediate change recommended by this
plan is the amendment of the current Planning
Areas Map as well as some minor changes to the
existing districts. While the full development value
of tracts could not be realized until public sewer is
extended, the proactive rezoning of these parcels
would convey a very powerful note of confidence
to the landowners of the town’s intentions. The
landowners have been held at bay for a number of
decades while development encroached all around
them.
These landowners, most of which have been
excellent stewards of their land and active citizens
of the town, are due for the acknowledgment of
their property rights, regardless of whether they
intend to develop in the coming years. They all
share the town’s value that the preservation of

open space is critical to Davidson’s ecological and
economic sustainability. However, they also have
long appealed for the removal of the “catch-22”
of the current policy which permits up to two
units per acre of development potential (with
40% open space) so long as there is public sewer
provided. Without it, the development is limited
to a maximum of 6 units, regardless of the total
acreage of the tract. To rectify this situation, the
plan recommends the amendment of standards
in addition to the previously recommended sewer
extensions.
These recommendations aren’t throwing out the
proverbial “baby with the bath water.” Rather, they
are simply a maturation of the existing standards.
The Rural Planning Area standard has in large part
been very successful in promoting the preservation
of open space in this area. Since 1993, nearly 1,000
acres have developed east of the historic town
limits. Through the regulatory process, the town
has successfully preserved a total of 365 acres –
39% – as permanently protected open space. This
figure includes not only neighborhoods zoned
specifically as Rural Planning Area but also those
that followed a different permitting path including
the St. Alban’s neighborhood, River Run Phase 5,
and the Davidson East development. If we exempt
those three, the town preserved a very remarkable
45% of the total land as parks and open space.
To that end, this plan recommends the following
code changes and map amendments as a means
to fulfill the vision of the community and the
expectations of the landowners.

Action Item 7.3: Change the zoning for
existing parks and conservation easements
to “Rural Reserve.”
Though the regulations wouldn’t have any effect
on the property per se, this map change would be
a visual reminder of the locations of these parcels
relative to others during the development process.
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OPEN SPACE STRATEGY TABLE
PLANNING AREA OPEN SPACE TOTAL SIZE OPEN SPACE
OR ACQUISITION STRATEGY
(acres)
PRESERVED
Rural

50% min.

1400

700 acres / 18% of total

Neighborhood
Edge

40%

1130

452 acres / 12% of total

Neighborhood
General

20%

261

52 acres / 1% of total

Neighborhood
Services

none

40

N/A

Previously
Preserved Lands

960

960 acres / 25% of total

TOTALS

3791

2164*
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WW *Total preserved lands requires 290
acres of land preveriously identified
as available for development
WW (unconstrained) to accomplish the
WW goal (15%This
of total
unconstrained land)
product is for informational purposes and may not have been
1

Miles

prepared for, or be suitable for legal, engineering, or surveying
purposes. Users of this information should review or consult the
primary data and information sources to ascertain the usability of the
information.
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Action Item 7.4: Create a Scenic Byway
Overlay District for the Grey and Shearer
Road corridors.
In an effort to preserve some of the rural and
natural features of Grey Road from the current
town limits to Fisher Farm and along Shearer
Road to just short of East Rocky River Road, an
overlay district is recommended. The overlay should
include the following elements:
• Street detail (narrow pavement – 10 foot travel
lanes)

SS An example of a Rural Planning Area subdivision

• Landscape elements (e.g., fence rows, split rail
fences)
• Multi-use pathway
• Building setback (for existing lots) – 80 foot
minimum
• Development setback (if the land is subdivided) –
150 foot minimum

Action Item 7.5: Modify the Rural
Planning Area standards to be used
exclusively for very low density
development.

SS An example of a Neighborhood Services Area
(South Main Square)

There are still areas where very low density
continues to be the most appropriate path.
However the current standard fails to recognize that
lot size must be changed.
This plan recommends eliminating the current 2
units/acre (with sewer) and 50% open space option
and instead permit two development options as
follows:
A. 1 unit per 2 acres + 40% open space with
up to 16 permitted units.

SS An example of a Neighborhood General Area
(St. Alban’s Neighborhood)

B. 1 unit per acre + 70% open space. At least
50% of this open space would be required
on-site with the balance permitted as either
a payment-in-lieu or dedication of property
off-site.

SS An example of a Neighborhood Edge Area
(McConnell Neighborhood)
RURAL AREA PLAN | DAVIDSON, NC
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Action Item 7.6: Designate
“Neighborhood Services” zones around the
nodes at the Concord/Davidson-Concord
Road and the East Rocky River Road/Shearer
Road intersections.
Neighborhood Services is used to encourage
the construction of small-scale, mixed-use
neighborhood centers within walking distance of a
number of neighborhoods. It permits small shops,
coffee shops, restaurants, offices, and day care
centers and requires buildings with a minimum
height of two stories and a maximum height of
four stories. With the expected new residents
north of Concord Road/East Rocky River Road in
neighborhoods that are compact and walkable, and
the accessibility from other existing neighborhoods
such as McConnell and St. Alban’s, the provision of
a new Neighborhood Services node at the current
roundabout would provide those residents with a
walkable destination.
This is not intended to compete with or replace the
proposed mixed-use center at the intersection of
Davidson-Concord Road and Robert Walker Drive
a half mile to the south. That center will be wellserved by its surrounding neighborhoods including
Bradford, Bailey Springs, the Westmoreland tract,
and portions of River Run.
A second, smaller Neighborhood Services
mixed-use center has also been identified at the
intersection of East Rocky River Road and Shearer
Road. While much of the surrounding development
is not inherently walkable, the southeastern
quadrant of that node is expected to be developed
as a compact, walkable neighborhood, enough to
support some small neighborhood-serving uses. In
addition, the heavy bicycle traffic through this area
is expected to provide additional non-motorized
mobility options to this center.
As depicted in the proposed Master Plan,
commercial development at this node should
resemble vernacular rural landscapes. While
90
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development should not be made to look old,
new commercial construction should be in the
style of large house/general stores in massing and
architectural detail. Examples of such adaptions
abound and illustrate how compatible designs can
be realized. The Davidson Planning Ordinance
should be modified to emphasize these standards
for this particular intersection, which will help to
clarify the design expecations for these structures.

Action Item 7.7: Rezone the area
generally within a quarter mile of the
Concord/Davidson-Concord Road
Neighborhood Services node as
Neighborhood General.
The natural extension of the town eastward through
this intersection should be developed in a manner
consistent with the existing town fabric. The St.
Alban’s and McConnell neighborhoods exemplify
best practices for walkable neighborhoods with
a diversity of housing prices and sizes, integrated
parks and some low-scale commercial uses. This
level of moderate density is appropriate as the
extension of town and is depicted following existing
parcel boundaries with a logical break near Ralph
Knox Road. Neighborhood General requires a
minimum of 20% open space and permits a wide
variety of housing types.

Action Item 7.8: Rezone the remaining
portions of the Barger, Boehmler, Broome,
and Johnson tracts to Neighborhood Edge
along with other areas that will be served by
sewer.
Neighborhood Edge is a district already in
substantial use for other portions of the eastern part
of town with sewer availability. It permits a variety
of housing types while still requiring a minimum
open space preservation of 40%. It is based on a
framework of a walkable neighborhood with an
expressed priority of the preservation of open space
and parks.

Public utilities & Regulating for quality growth

PRECEDENT PHOTOS OF RURAL COMMERCIAL

SS Flying Pig Bookstore in Shelburne, VT

SS 17-19 Market in Habersham, SC

SS Lana Addison Bridal in Cary, NC

SS Kentlands, Gaithersburg, MD

SS Orthodontist Office in Baxter, SC

SS I’On Inn in I’On, SC
RURAL AREA PLAN | DAVIDSON, NC
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Implementation Playbook

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
ACTION ITEM

APPROVAL BY

COORDINATION
WITH

EXPECTED
PUBLIC
COST

4.1: Continue to support open space preservation
through the development process (p. 43).

Town

Developers

N/A

4.2: Apply, where practical, a minimum stream buffer
of 1200 feet in total width along the Rocky River, West
Branch of the Rocky River, and the West Branch’s main
tributary (p. 43).

Town

Developers

N/A

4.3: Prioritize the preservation of upland areas through
the site planning process (p. 43).

Town

County/Davidson
Lands Conservancy

$$$$

4.4: Prioritize land adjacent to the following sites for
acquisition: Fisher Farm/Allison Farm; Rocky River
Bluff; and, West Branch Nature Preserve
(p. 43).

Town

County/Davidson
Lands Conservancy

$$$$

4.5: Work with regional agencies and land trusts to
secure the long-term integrity of the Hunter/Smith/
Whisnant tract (p. 43).

County/Land Trusts

County/Land Trusts,
Cornelius

$$$$

4.6: Work with developers to encourage local food
production within neighborhoods (p. 44).

Town

Developers

N/A

4.7: Incorporate identification of historic resources into
the site planning process (p. 44).

Town

Historic Landmarks
Commission

$

5.1: Continue to require a network of streets for new
development (p. 53).

Town

Developers

N/A

5.2: Maintain the current cross section for Grey Road
with minor safety improvements and an off-road multiuse path (p. 54).

Town

NCDOT

$$

5.3: Continue construction of the multi-use path along
Concord Road/East Rocky River Road (p. 55).

Town

NCDOT

$$

5.4: Continue to implement the Davidson Walks and
Rolls Alternative Transportation Plan for bicycle and
pedestrian facilities (p. 57).

Town

NCDOT

$-$$$$

5.5: Extend Davidson-Concord Road to Grey Road and
eventually to Presbyterian Road and/or NC 115 (p. 58).

Town

Developers

N/A

5.6: Provide a new vehicular connection to Fisher Farm
from the west. Identify connection to Shearer Road via
Allison Farm (p. 60).

Town

Developers

N/A

5.7: Provide additional vehicular connections to River
Run at key connections points (p. 60).

Town

Developers

N/A

5.8: Work with Iredell County and the CRTPO to explore
a possible extension of Grey Road to NC 3 (p. 60).

Town

CRTPO

$

Curating our Lands

Moving Around
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ACTION ITEM

APPROVAL BY

COORDINATION
WITH

EXPECTED
PUBLIC
COST

5.9: Maintain Shearer Road as a two-lane road with
widening only for turn lanes at select intersections
(p. 61).

Town

NCDOT

$$

5.10: Construct the West Branch Greenway as a
complete, multi-modal facility for pedestrians,
bicyclists, and horses (p. 63).

Town

County

$$$

Town/County

County

$$-$$$

7.1: Extend public sewer up the Rocky River basin to the
county line (p. 83).

Town

Charlotte Water

$$$$

7.2: Extend public sewer in the West Branch of the
Rocky River basin and its tributary towards the
McConnell neighborhood (p. 85).

Town

Charlotte Water

$$$$

7.3: Change the zoning for existing parks and
conservation easements to “Rural Reserve” (p. 85).

Town

Property Owners

N/A

7.4: Create a Scenic Byway Overlay District for the Grey
and Shearer Road corridors (p. 87).

Town

Property Owners

N/A

7.5: Modify the Rural Planning Area standards to be
used exclusively for very low density development
(p. 87).

Town

Property Owners

N/A

7.6: Designate “Neighborhood Services” zones around
the nodes at the Concord/Davidson-Concord Road and
the East Rocky River Road/Shearer Road intersections
(p. 88).

Town

Property Owners

N/A

7.7: Rezone the area generally within a quarter mile of
the Concord/Davidson-Concord Road Neighborhood
Services node as Neighborhood General (p. 88).

Town

Property Owners

N/A

7.8: Rezone the remaining portions of the
Barger, Boehmler, Broome, and Johnson tracts to
Neighborhood Edge along with other areas that will be
served by sewer (p. 88).

Town

Property Owners

N/A

5.11: Develop way station facilities at select trail heads
and crossings along the West Branch Greenway (p. 64).
Implementation

Expected Public Cost Key
$ - Staff costs only or less than $10,000
$$ - $10,000 - $250,000
$$$ - $250,000 - $500,000
$$$$ - Greater than $500,000
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IMAGE CREDITS:
Page 8
Page 34
Page 36
Page 37
Page 44
Page 45
Page 46
Page 64

Top left: alerewellbeing.com; Lower left: aarp.com
Images 1, 3, 5-7, 12 by Kevin O’Brien; Images 2, 4, 9, 10 by Town of
Davidson; Images 8, 11 by Juliet Bowden
Various images by Stantec and from web searches
Various images by Stantec and from web searches; Image right - Community
Gardens: ashortchronicle.blogspot.com
Top right Great Lawn: www.terrain.org/unsprawl/22/
Top right Community Farming: kgi.org/rose-parkj-community-garden
Top left - www.nytimes.com/2009/03/01/travel/01heads.html?_r=0.; All
other images from www.serenbe.com
Images from top: Unknown; Unknown; David Walker

All other images, plans, and ilustrations by Stantec and their subconsultants.
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